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Illegals Free Stuff
by Monica Showalter

Most of us are aware that a system of perverse incentives is incentivizing foreigners to come to the US without legal
authorization.

But is anyone aware of how much they’re getting? Officials are sneaky about it, flying them in on the sly, sending in
unbadged “monitors” telling the public to not take pictures, and often ignoring requests for public records, thumbing their
nose at the law.

So Howie Carr, the writer and radio host, went the investigative reporter route since nobody in the mainstream media
was doing it, and assembled the data he could locate.

What he found was mind-boggling:
Here’s the list of free benefits the state provides for the thousands of illegal aliens in the “migrant shelters.”
This all comes from sources, because the state refuses to provide information as mandated under the Freedom of

Information Act (FOIA).
If we’ve missed any additional freebies, and we probably have, let us know.
GENERAL WELFARE COSTS FOR ILLEGALALIENS:
Free hotel rooms at $150+ a day.
Three meals a day at $64 per person per diem.
Free on-site medical & dental services (including condoms).
Special diet for Ramadan.
Free same-day dry cleaning w/free pick up & delivery.
Free housekeeping twice a week.
Free cell phones, chargers/charging ports.
Free tablets, IPads.
Free clothing, new & used.
Everyone got new free winter coat, gloves and shoes.
Free toiletries (tooth paste, deodorant, special “ethnic” shampoos, skin cream, aspirin, tooth brushes, feminine

products).
Most of us have heard of at least some of these things, and yes, they are a lot more than most Americans are ever

going to get. Three free meals? With no means testing, just being illegally present is enough?
It's astonishing. Name one country Americans can go to get three free squares a day, plus housing, room service, free

clothing, computers and the like? Nothing like a little replacement theory and padding the congressional seats now, is
there.?

But it gets worse, much worse.
Illegals get free tax preparation at $350 per family, which is odd stuff with few working, but the name of the game is

something different: to get big returns through the “child tax credit” without paying a penny into the system.
They get free attorneys, free Medicaid, free WIC cash for single moms on the go, welfare checks, free Uber services,

holiday parties, movie nights at the hotel, free notary services, free English-as-a-second-language courses, 24/7 security,
and the list goes on.

On moving day when they finally leave the free hotel, if it ever happens, they get $30,000 in rent assistance for two
years, free luggage, free U-Haul boxes, free new beds with free delivery, up to ten items of free furniture, a free “move-in
package (plates, towels, cutlery, etc.) Up to $900. Delivered free,” as Carr recounts, and then moving on, they get a free
case manager to find them a place to stay, free parenting classes, free “early childhood education” and free “life coaches”
among a host of other things on Howie’s lists.

Sound like a good deal? It is for them. No wonder so many are coming. This ain’t no Ellis Island anymore where
migrants once checked in, passed inspection and got to work immediately in order to sustain themselves. It's all taxpayer-
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paid now, meaning, the US is effectively importing a
foreign underclass as if the current one weren’t sufficient
for US needs.

It’s lavish, it’s bound to have the recipients writing
to their relatives back home (or more likely, calling on
the free cell phone) to “come on down” because the
gravy train is flowing and the streets are paved with
gold.

As for the rest of Americans, well, they can shut up
and pay taxes, because that's all the Biden
administration and its blue-city allies have to offer them.

It’s an illegals’ world now, and we just live in it.
—American Thinker, March 25, 2024

The West is Green, Pink, Red
by David A. Noebel

I just finished reading Mao’s America: A Survivor’s
Warning by Xi Van Fleet (published by Hachette Book
Group, 2023). The author was born and raised in
Communist China until she escaped to the US. She was
educated in China and was an active part of the Red
Guard student movement under Mao Zedong. To put it
mildly, she not only has an excellent understanding of
Chinese communism, but American communism too.
And she isn’t afraid to expose both!

Her telling question throughout the book is “Why is
Communism not condemned in America and in the West
in the same manner that Nazism was rebuked?” The
answer to her question is quite simple as Jesse Kelly
points out in his book The Anti-Communist Manifesto.
America has been swamped with Communist fellow
travelers (liberals, socialists, progressives, leftists,
greens, pinks, reds, do-gooders, etc. etc.) who defend,
cover, twist, turn, interrupt for the Communists at every
turn. The New York Times (America’s newspaper of
record) hasn’t missed a chance to defend the Reds for
decades. These Communists defenders have implanted
themselves in every American institution and Miss Van
Fleet isn’t afraid to dig them out for all to see.

For example, she notes that the Communist Party
USA was founded in 1919. But get this, “More than a
hundred years later, CPUSA is still in operation and
growing. In December 2021, Senator Richard Blu-
menthal attended the event to celebrate the 102nd

anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party
USA in Connecticut to offer his congratulations and
present the awards.” (p. 274)

Trust me, the Communist Party USAwould not have
invited the Senator to such an occasion unless they knew
that he was a fellow traveler and a friend to their cause!

Throughout her book Miss Van Fleet compares the
operations of the Red Chinese with the Red Americans.

It doesn’t take an IQ larger than a normal foot size to see
the similarities. For example, she has a whole chapter on
“Destruction of the Family.” How did Mao destroy the
Chinese family and how are our leftists doing the same
here. We can’t even define “woman.” And “father” and
“mother” are considered taboo. In fact, the LGBTQ+
family is “in” while heterosexual families are considered
the enemy. White, male, heterosexuals are the epitome of
evil and must be vanquished from our families including
the military. Planned Parenthood is in while giving birth
to normal babies is considered unscientific. Science
today is cutting parts off boys and making them girls.
She makes reading exciting again!

Her chapter on the “Destruction of Religion” is
worth the price of the book (which may be ordered via
Amazon). How Mao brought Communist atheism to
China is a study in itself. How American leftists,
humanists, and reds seek to replace Christianity with the
religion of WOKEISM is another study in itself. Hint, it
has something to do with John Dewey and the Frankfurt
School (hid at Columbia University). And the present-
day DEI crowd.

Speaking of WOKEISM, hang your turban on this:
“In 2019, the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC)—the
world’s largest Baptist denomination, the largest
Protestant denomination, and the second largest
Christian denomination in the United States, according
to Wikipedia—passed what is known as Resolution 9,
which affirms CRT [Critical Race Theory] and
intersectionality [something to do with the Tower of
Babel I believe] as analytical tools to understand
multifaceted social dynamics [translation—proof that
America is the worse nation in the history of the world].
By endorsing CRT, SBC sent a dangerous message to the
Christian world and wider society.” (p. 233)

To take some heat off the SBC, Miss Van Fleet does
mention that SBC pastor Voddie Baucham has written a
book on CRT which he identifies as “cultural Marxism.”
It would be interesting to know if his book is in the SBC
bookstores! My guess is it probably isn’t. But then being
a skeptic that I am it might be.

Really, there isn’t a page in this book that isn’t worth
reading and digesting. The infiltration of America’s
colleges and universities is right up there with reading
Revelation 18 and the fall of Babylon the Great!
Harvard and Yale have fallen! Ivy league has fallen!
Colorado Springs two-year so-called colleges have
fallen! America’s educational experience is a study in
treachery.

In closing let me say this about our author—“She
now devotes her time and energy full-time to warning
about the parallels between Mao’s Cultural Revolution
in China and what’s unfolding in America today,” Let’s
join her!
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The Elite Reds and
the Street Reds
by David A. Noebel

I like Jesse Kelly! I like to watch his TV program on
The First network. I like his sense of humor. I like his
Marine background (my brother was a Marine). And I
think he is on to something on his understanding of
Communism. I also like his latest book published by
Simon and Schuster, Inc. entitled The Anti-Communist
Manifesto.

Kelly insists there are only two kinds or types of
Reds—the Elite Reds and the Street Reds. How can you
identify the Elite Reds? By watching who support the
Street Reds! Well then, who are the Street Reds? How
about Black Lives Matter?…how about Antifa?

“BLM andAntifa are explicitly communist. They are
the Red Guards of the American communist
movement—the foot soldiers of the revolution. The
language they speak is violence and destruction. The
battlefield on which they fight is the streets of your city
or hometown. Their goal is no different than that of their
comrades in past generations: to destroy everything
before them and replace it with their own chaotic
hellhole.” (p. 88)

Well then who supports these street Red Guards?
The elite Reds? How about Ben & Jerry’s ice cream
(p.109). “One of BLM’s biggest charitable supporters
has been the NoVo Foundation. Funded by Warren
Buffett, chairman and CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, and
controlled by his son Peter, the foundation contributed
$1.5 million to BLM and associated organizations
between 2015 and 2018 (p. 114).

“The W.K.Kellogg Foundation has also been cutting
checks for BLM. The foundation is funded in large part
through its ownership stake in the Kellogg Company
(and its Frosted Flakes and Eggo waffles).” (p. 114)

“In July 2020, Amazon announced that Black Lives
Matter was among twelve organizations . . .that would
receive $10 million from the online retail company.” (p.
114)

“Other corporations and brands that openly support
BLM include DoorDash, Gatorade, Microsoft, and
Airbnb.” (p. 114)

Now once the Street Reds (BLM and Antifa among
others including college thugs) are arrested for burning
down city streets etc. who springs them loose to
continue their destruction? You guessed it, the elite Reds
including George Soros!

“For the past several years, billionaire George Soros
has been openly pumping tens of millions of dollars into
numerous district attorney races across the country…
Soros expresses no regret for the chaos and violence that
he has invited through his funding of weak DAs. In fact,
he has promised to do more.” (p.117)

Most of Kelly’s work is focused on the elite Reds.
For example, he has a neat chapter on “Climate
Communism: Green on the Outside, Red on the Inside.”
(p.154) Another chapter on “American Red-ucation”
tracing the Reds move into our universities and colleges
(and now high schools and grade schools). (p. 121)

But his chapter on how American corporations were
consumed into the Red agenda is worth the price of the
book. He labels the chapter “Corporate Communism:
The Devil’s Alliance.” (p.219)

For a taste of Kelly’s treatment I quote, “The Walt
Disney Company, once a reliable source of child-
friendly content, now churns out what many would
consider propaganda that celebrates sexual deviance,
publicly supports woke political causes, and has turned
its back on American families.” (p. 220)

“Today, Milton Friedman’s worst nightmare has
come to pass. CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
became the springboard from which the communist
conquered corporate America—the glue that holds the
devil’s alliance together.” (p.230) “It (CSR) infects the
most classic of American companies like Disney and
Coca-Cola. Professional sports leagues like the National
Football League and Major League Baseball, energy
giants like ExxonMobil and Chevron, finance giants like
Bank of America and Morgan Stanley.” (p.230)

“Walk into your local big-box store during Pride
Month [June] and you’ll find rack upon rack of rainbow
clothes. If you’re lucky enough to live near a Target
store, your children can even purchase gender-affirming
clothing…Need a jolt of caffeine in the morning? Buy
yourself a venti racial equity latte at Starbucks. Hungry
for dinner? Pick up a Black Lives Matter burger at your
local McDonald’s, Burger King, or Wendy’s, all of
which signaled their support for the organization.” (p.
232)

Concludes Kelly: “The corporate-communist
alliance has turned big businesses into nests of
communist activity and a bullhorn for his propaganda.
Whereas corporations once powered American
prosperity, they are now actively undermining it at every
turn.” (p. 239)

You may not agree with Jesse Kelly on everything he
touches, but my bet is you will agree with most of his
conclusions. It doesn’t take a genius to see that America
is in big dodo. Our debt alone can destroy the country.
The hordes coming over the border by the millions can
destroy the country. Our feckless politicians can destroy
the country. Come to think about it I can too if I remain
silent!
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BURN, BABY, BURN
by Pete McArdle

In the movie The Dark Knight, Bruce Wayne (the
Batman) confides to his butler Alfred that he’s having
trouble anticipating the psychotic Joker’s next move and
figuring out his motives.

Alfred blinks his owlish, bespectacled eyes, and
then, in his British accent, says, “Some men aren’t
looking for anything logical, like money. They can’t be
bought, bullied, reasoned, or negotiated with. Some men
just want to watch the world burn.”

So true.
And with that excellent answer, Alfred the butler has

just educated the rather naïve Master Wayne on the
presence of pure evil in our world.

Doing bad just for the fun of it.
Sacrilege for sacrilege’s sake.
This brings me to our sad, decaying country, led by

our sad, decaying president and his Deep State/media
minions.

Let’s pretend for a moment that you’re a naïve
bleeding-heart, albeit quite muscular, orphan like
Bruce. (I was an orphan; therefore, by The New Rules, I
can say orphan.) And I’ll be Alfred. Ancestry DNA says
I’m overwhelmingly British, plus I’m paler than freshly
bleached bedsheets.

You start.
Why would the people in power leave our country

open for anyone in the world to waltz in and potentially
bring with them terrorism, crime, disease, drugs, a
welfare mentality, and illiteracy?

Me: Because some men just want to watch the world
burn.

Why would politicians, academicians, and the media
labor strenuously to convince minority children that
they’re helpless victims of an unjust system, while telling
white kids they’re the problem, whether they know it or
not?

Because some men just want to watch the world
burn.

On the subject of kids, why on Earth would our
leaders, child psychologists, and medical “experts”
allow minors—who, last time I checked, are not allowed
to smoke cigarettes, drink booze, own guns, or drive a
car—to take dangerous hormones, amputate their
penises or breasts, and consign themselves to a life
without procreation or sexual pleasure?

Because some men wanna watch the world burn,
that’s why.

Can you explain to me why certain of our public
health experts helped fund the Wuhan, China lab that
synthesized COVID-19, then lied about that, then tried
to float a narrative that the bug came from eating
pangolins or bats, and then attacked anyone trying to
tell the truth about the disease’s origin?

And why these same supposed caregivers, along with
their political compañeros, made up social distancing;
promoted useless (against aerosolized viruses) paper
and cloth masks; and mandated improperly tested
vaccines that, while failing to prevent the acquisition or
spread of disease, did and continue to do grave damage
to the poor souls who trustingly bared their arms for
multiple injections?

Because some men just...well, you know the rest.
OK, please explain this. Why would anyone who

purportedly cares about the welfare of his parents,
spouse, or children, not to mention his fellow man, think
it’s a good idea to hamstring law enforcement while
making it easier for criminals to roam the streets? Or
useful to allow the mentally ill to roam the subways
while arresting good Samaritans seeking to protect their
fellow riders? Or prudent to allow some folks to riot,
causing deaths, injuries and destruction—even during a
pandemic—while other folks go to prison for a long,
long time for taking a walk in the Capitol, with the
Capitol Police kindly opening the doors and providing
tours?

And why would our leaders make it ridiculously easy
to cheat in our elections? When elections used to be
decided on Election Night, why must we now wait days
or weeks for early, late, remote, harvested, no-ID, or
cured votes to be counted? And why does our entire
court system studiously look the other way if so much
alleged cheating is occurring?

BSMJWTWTWB, that’s why!
Well, can you explain to me why some people, who

can’t even accurately predict tomorrow’s weather, want
to build costly solar farms and bird-killing windmills
that produce negligible energy, and under the wrong
circumstances, none? And why the most dedicated
environmentalists want us to eat bugs instead of steaks,
to have sex but not children, and to turn down our heat
but raise the A.C.—all this while they—the
environmentalists, not the bugs—fly their private jets or
yacht their way around the world to tony conferences
ostensibly committed to saving the planet?

#WatchTheWorldBurn
And could someone, for God’s sake, explain to me

how anyone can justify ripping an unborn baby from its
mother’s womb? And while you’re at it, tell me how
something that hurts society—mother, the father, and
most definitely the baby—could possibly be called
reproductive health care instead of filicide? While there
are circumstances where an abortion is an unfortunate
necessity, why would anyone promote, facilitate, or
celebrate it?

Because...well, you know the rest.
I could go on forever, but I’m old and, although

marginally wiser, must get my rest. Suffice it to say that
evil walks freely along our mountains and valleys, and
across our fruited plains.
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We’ve got cocaine in the White House, a demented
grifter in the Oval Office, and a man exposing his fake
breasts on the South Lawn.

We help a totally corrupt country fight to a stalemate
with an equally corrupt aggressor; we equate the
ruthless, rapacious thugs of Hamas with Israelis fighting
to survive; and we look the other way while China steals
us blind.

We pretend our president’s not deep-fried; our
deficit’s not a ticking time-bomb; and it’s OK that our
kids can’t really read, write, or take their faces out of a
screen.

We look the other way as the Uniparty, federal law
enforcement, the media, academia, and left-wing
attorney generals and courts all abuse Donald Trump, an
American citizen, worse perhaps than anyone in US
history.

That’s evil, folks. That’s bad.
And sadly, other than tending to your own garden, I

have no solutions to offer. For these men who are
destroying our once great country can’t be bought,
bullied, reasoned or negotiated with. They just want to
watch the world burn.

—American Thinker, March 29, 2024

The Gospel of Bitcoin
by Fay Voshell

A recent tweet published by James Saylor, executive
chairman of MicroStrategy, represents him as having
laser eyes, his head surrounded by a Bitcoin halo.

While doubtless Saylor’s portrayal of himself is
partly humorous, his laser eyes suggest a person who is
gifted with supernatural insight into the truth. The
portrait reminds one of Jesus, who is described by St.
John’s Revelation as having eyes like a “flame of fire.”

Certainly, Saylor, who was a speaker at the Bitcoin
Atlantis conference held this March in Madeira, is a
passionate advocate of Bitcoin. The convert from
skeptic to “maximalist” and then to prophet now spreads
the good news of Bitcoin.

His speech promoted the gospel of Bitcoin in
language reminiscent of a Billy Graham crusade. The
metaphysics of the cryptocurrency resembled a
secularized version of the prosperity gospel preached by
some televangelists.

Saylor relies heavily on the revelations of Bitcoin’s
mysterious founder, Satoshi Nakamoto, whose golden
image can be found in Budapest, Hungary. Nakamoto is
also presented as a Christlike figure. Having discerned
the inherently evil and thus irredeemable nature of
money and existing institutions, Nakamoto found a way
to cleanse the earthly temples in thrall to
Mammon. Moving currency into the digitalized ether of

cyberspace via the Word of algorithms removed the filth
from earthly lucre.

As Saylor put it, “Put your money in cyberspace,
where it is not subject to weather, war, or supply
chains.” Bitcoin removes humanity’s treasures from
corrupt and useless “analogue wealth” like real estate,
gold, and silver, converting such capital into “digital
property conveyed by digital power.”

The new form of money is sheer unpolluted energy,
the foundation of a shining city in cyberspace. The
entrance to that shining city has a fee: the sacred money
of Bitcoin, which is Mammon transformed into a
sanctified “forever” currency, having all the
characteristics of the treasures described by Christ in
heaven, “where moth and rust do not corrupt nor thieves
break in and steal.” (Nor doth the tax collector come.)

Saylor’s evangelistic sermon echoed the famous
lines from Genesis concerning the created world: in the
beginning, there was Bitcoin, and it was good.

Bitcoin is not mere earthly Mammon exchanged for
goods and services, but the means of salvation, a token
of entrance into a newly created world in which true
believers find complete freedom and equality. Bitcoin
purges toxicity (once known as “sin”) from a monetary
and financial system irredeemably infected with toxic
money housed within toxic institutions. It even ends
wars by beating the weapons of corrupt capitalism into
the plowshares of cryptocurrency residing in inviolable
and eternal cyberspace.

Bitcoin divides people, like the gospel example of
the sheep and the goats, into two categories: those who
understand and accept Bitcoin theology and those who
do not. Blessed are they who do understand, for they will
inherit the Shining City in Cyberspace, the streets of
which are paved not with gold, but with Bitcoin.

Saylor wound up his Madeira sermon, where he was
forced to live outside the gleaming gates of the Shining
City by occupying material and temporal quarters for a
brief time, with an altar call resembling that of an
evangelistic crusade:

Bitcoin divides people, like the gospel example of
the sheep and the goats, into two categories: those who
understand and accept Bitcoin theology and those who
do not. Blessed are they who do understand, for they will
inherit the Shining City in Cyberspace, the streets of
which are paved not with gold, but with Bitcoin.

Saylor wound up his Madeira sermon, where he was
forced to live outside the gleaming gates of the Shining
City by occupying material and temporal quarters for a
brief time, with an altar call resembling that of an
evangelistic crusade: “This is a spiritual journey and at
the final point, you become an advocate. t’s not just
you’re all in, you want to go tell other people. You want
to convince your company, your church, your
government, your friends, your family. You’re an
advocate.”
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In other words, “go ye into all the world and preach
the gospel of Bitcoin.”

The ultimate destination for the Bitcoin disciple/
investor is a mansion in cyberspace, an eternal building
in Bitcoin’s “Shining City.” As Saylor puts it, Bitcoin is
not so much a currency as a “billion-dollar building in
cyberspace.”

BlackRock’s Larry Fink agrees, stating that one
should see Bitcoin as an asset for storage of wealth
rather than a currency. Translation: Bitcoin’s cyber-
mansions are an alternative to banks for storage of
wealth. But meanwhile, we are assured that the push for
central bank digitalized currencies will continue.

Saylor presents an enticing religious narrative. But
one must wonder how real those forever buildings in the
“Shining City” of cyberspace are. One might be a tad
suspicious about the prospect of investing in a cyber-
space mansion, even one decorated with bored ape art.

Above all, one might be hesitant to invest sovereign
currencies in projects that have no attachment whatever
to earthly institutions or materiality. Governed as they
are by admittedly flawed human beings and as much as
they need reform, nonetheless, at least governments,
banks, and churches are placed on Earth.

Haven’t we have seen other cities living only in the
imaginations of their creators lure investors into
emptying their pockets? We have seen modern castles in
the sky constructed from Ponzi schemes. We are aware
of the old maps drawn up showing the way to the city
of El Dorado. We also have seen the futuristic
architectural plans for sci-fi cities located on Mars.

Above all, we doubt the wisdom of investing in a
“Shining City” whose founders promote anarcho-
capitalism, belief in which promotes the complete
destruction of all earthly institutions in order to build an
imagined utopia in cyberspace, a place where anarchy
reigns.

As Timothy C. May wrote as far back in time as
1994: “The Net is an anarchy. . . . This truism is the core
of crypto anarchy. No central control, no ruler, no leader
(except by example, reputation), no ‘laws.’ No single
nation controls the Net, no administrative body sets
policy.”

In other words, anarcho-capitalism requires that
everyone move away from all existing institutions. It
requires migration to a new fantasy home in cyberspace
ether, where anonymity reigns, guaranteeing not
equality of economic opportunity, but erasure of
material existence. Since there is no meaningful
attachment to the current world, the only life left would
be an existence in which one’s tokenized self lives
forever in a tokenized Potemkin cyber-village in the
Cloud.

It is a peculiar and dangerous thing to advance
economic instruments detached from the material world

and its institutions. It is odd to be persuaded to invest and
perhaps even live in a pseudo-spiritualized cyber-city in
which cyber-monies are created from a mystical
formulas of seemingly irreproachable mathematics
magically transformed into economic energies. It is
amazing to see “work” defined as “mining,” which
evaporates much needed and increasingly scarce energy.

In sum, it’s hard not to suspect that the “Shining
City” is an illusion and the monies being poured into the
“forever” cyber-buildings are simply being siphoned off
from sovereign national currencies into global
enterprises determined to supplant national entities and
their sovereign currencies—especially the dollar.

How ironic that some who are the architects of
eternal investments to be placed in a fantasy cyber–
“Shining City” also are among those who ridicule the
idea of the eternal city of New Jerusalem, believers in
which seek to heed Christ’s words to invest in the eternal
treasures of Heaven.

—American Thinker, March 19, 2024

Oppenheimer—
Member of Secret Party
by Lloyd Billingsley

Last Sunday, Oppenheimer tallied seven Academy
Awards, awards, including best director (Christopher
Nolan), actor (Cillian Murphy) and best picture, but
there’s more to the story that people should know. For all
its undeniable artistry—Bruce Bawer called it a
“Dishonest Masterpiece”—Oppenheimer is something
like those 1960s beach and bikini movies; what they
reveal is interesting but what they conceal is crucial.
Consider this perspective from one of Oppenheimer’s
students.

“As a physics graduate student at Princeton
University in the early 1960s, I had occasional
interactions with Oppenheimer, who was then the
director of the Institute for Advanced Studies,” writes
William Happer, emeritus profess of physics at
Princeton and a specialist in radiofrequency
spectroscopy of atoms and molecules, radiation propa-
gation in the atmosphere, and spin-polarized atoms and
nuclei.

According to Happer, Oppenheimer was not very
friendly to students but remained a “sympathetic
figure.” Oppenheimer had an “easy act to follow” when
he took over from Gregory Breit in 1943, but there is no
Gregory Breit character in the movie. Tom Conti plays
Albert Einstein but according to Happer, the Manhattan
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Project was “not the result of a brilliant theory” and not
made possible by Einstein’s E = mc² formula. What
made it possible, Happer explains, was “a rapid-fire
series of accidental experimental discoveries in the
1930s, including a celebrated mistake.”

In 1932, James Chadwick discovered the electrically
neutral projectile, the neutron, which could reach the
surface of even the most highly-charged nucleus,
uranium, with no hindrance from the nuclear charge. As
Happer notes, “It was this accidental discovery that led
to the Manhattan Project.” Chadwick, a Nobel laureate
for physics in 1936, was part of the Manhattan project
and in 1944 lived at Los Alamos with his family.
In Oppenheimer, nobody plays Chadwick, hardly the
only significant omission.

In the early going, Oppenheimer tells a hostile
government committee that his testimony should be
understood in the context of his life and work. Context is
also important for movies, but Oppenheimer keeps key
back stories off the screen.

Viewers see the “Hitler Invades Poland” headline
from September 1, 1939, but do not see or hear anything
about Stalin invading Poland on September 17, 1939.
This joint invasion started WWII and came about
because of the Stalin-Hitler pact of August 23, 1939.
Viewers see nothing about the Pact, and no headline such
as “Stalin Invades Finland,” on November 30, 1939.

Under the Pact, Nazi and Soviet intelligence forces
collaborated and Stalin handed hundreds of Jewish
Communists over to the Gestapo. Jewish scientists in
America would have been aware of that deadly
exchange, but not a word in Oppenheimer.

Viewers never learn that for nearly the first two years
of the war, the Communist Party USA collaborated with
pro-Nazi groups in America and did everything in its
power to keep America out of the conflict. In
Oppenheimer, no Communist is asked to account for
what he or she did during the Pact, and why they stayed
in the Party after many others left, never to return.

Oppenheimer portrays Party members as misguided
liberals concerned about the conflict in Spain. Viewers
hear about “the brigades” but no character explains that
the Abraham Lincoln Brigades were a Communist Party
militia that opposed anti-Franco groups such as
the Partido Obrero de Unificación Marxista. The POUM
fighters included George Orwell, author of 1984, Animal
Farm, and Homage to Catalonia.

Inquiries about Oppenheimer’s “left wing”
associations fail to note that the Party had an open and
secret membership, as Whittaker Chambers detailed
in Witness. John Earl Haynes and Harvey Klehr cite
evidence that Oppenheimer was a member of a secret
Party unit at UC Berkeley, where his friend Haakon
Chevalier, a professor of French literature, was an active

Communist. In the movie, Jefferson Hall plays
Chevalier, and Oppenheimer resists his request to pass
information to the Soviets.

From 1941-1944, Stalin’s top spy in California was
Gregory Kheifetz operating undercover as a vice consul
in San Francisco. Tasked with obtaining atomic secrets,
Kheifetz claimed in a cable that Oppenheimer was one
of his recruits. Unfortunately, there is no Gregory
Kheifetz character in Oppenheimer.

The film does reveal that Klaus Fuchs (Christopher
Denham), present at Los Alamos, was in fact a Soviet
spy. So were American Stalinists Julius and Ethel
Rosenberg, and Ethel’s brother David Greenglass, was a
machinist at Los Alamos. There is no Greenglass
character in Oppenheimer. Viewers do not learn that the
Communist spies helped Stalin explode his first atom
bomb on August, 29, 1949.

By that time, Stalin had taken over Czechoslovakia,
held Eastern Europe captive, and launched a purge of
writers and artists. Stalin also swung the USSR and
captive states back to traditional anti-Semitism,
branding Jews “rootless cosmopolitans.” As director
Robert Rossen (All the King’s Men) noted in
congressional testimony, the defendants in Czecho-
slovakian show trials were executed “for being Jews and
nothing else.”

Stalin died on March 5, 1953. More than 70 years
later in 2024, virulent anti-Semitism finds a voice in the
American left. Calls to free Palestine “from the river to
the sea,” are calls to kill Jews for being Jews and nothing
else. Someone should make a movie about it. The
struggle against a second Holocaust is the struggle of
memory against forgetting.

—FrontPageMag.com, March 15, 2024

Duty, Honor, Country
by James Poplar

By now I suspect many of you have heard that
Gen. Douglas MacArthur’s call to the Corps of cadets in
1962 has been banished from the United States Military
Academies (USMA) mission statement and exchanged
for the more amorphous phase “Army Values.”

The new mission statement, according to a news
release from the academy, is: “To build, educate, train,
and inspire the Corps of Cadets to be commissioned
leaders of character committed to the Army Values and
ready for a lifetime of professional excellence and
service to the Army and Nation.”

In a message to “West Point Teammates,” the
Superintendent of the USMA “Supe” Gilland addressed
the reason for the change. “Duty, Honor, Country is
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foundational to the United States Military Academy’s
culture and will always remain our motto,” he wrote. “It
defines who we are as an institution and as graduates of
West Point.”

Gilland went on to recount that the academy had
engaged in an 18-month review of its purpose and
strategy, working with West Point leaders and
stakeholders. It then recommended the mission
statement change to the Army’s top leadership. He noted
that both Secretary of the Army Christine Wormuth and
Army Chief of Staff Gen. Randy George approved the
change. Gilland argued that Army values “include Duty
and Honor and Country.”

Although I am not a graduate of West Point, I am a
thirty-four-year member of the Profession of Arms and a
graduate of the United States Army War College, I find
this quite disturbing for a number of reasons.

All of the branches our military, be they the Army,
the Navy, the Marine Corps, and the Air Force are built
on bedrock ideals that stand the test of time and serve as
their north star, especially during armed combat. The
Marine Corps whose motto “Semper Fidelis” Always
Faithful has never wavered from its roots and
consequently has not experienced the recruiting issues
some of our more progressive military service are
suffering from today.

Here is Duty, Honor, Country as laid out by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur on May 12, 1962 at West Point:

Today I went back and listened to Gen. MacArthur’s
entire speech given in 1962 and it is indeed prophetic. It
was if he could see the handwriting on the wall.

“Duty, honor, country: Those three hallowed words
reverently dictate what you ought to be, what you can be,
what you will be. . . .The unbelievers will say they are
but words, but a slogan, but a flamboyant phrase. Every
pedant, every demagogue, every cynic, every hypocrite,
every troublemaker, and I am sorry to say, some others
of an entirely different character, will try to downgrade
them even to the extent of mockery and ridicule.”

In addition, in this farewell speech to the Corps of
Cadets, MacArthur prophetically warned us to be wary
of the expansion of the federal bureaucracy, our nation’s
ever-increasing debt, and many of the other issues that
are currently thwarting our leadership of the free world.
I suspect while fighting against the Chinese communists
in Korea he saw the eventual rise of the Peoples
Republic of China and its goal of world hegemony.

So yes, Gen. MacArthur, you were correct over sixty
years ago. We appear to now be a nation that
unfortunately reviles its past, has lost its way, and is on
the precipice of decline. Perhaps we should have listened
to your wisdom and clairvoyance more intently on the
Plains of West Point.

—American Thinker, March 16, 2024

Climate Change Fraud
by Andrea Widburg

I received an email from the Art of Liberty
Foundation suggesting that we watch a free video about
the truth behind Climate Change hysteria. Knowing that
there are a lot of well-intentioned but boring, confusing,
or simply amateurish movies out there regarding the
climate, I approached this with trepidation. I need not
have worried. The movie is wonderful. Watch it, share it
with open-minded friends, and store up its arguments for
those times when the climatistas try to shut you down.

Climate The Movie (The Cold Truth) came out in
2023 but is now available for free, in high definition, on
YouTube. In a mere 80 minutes (so you don’t have to sign
away hours of your life to watch it), you will be
inundated with accessible data told through interviews
with enormously prestigious scientists and people who
worked in the climate change field, actual data often
generated by the climatistas themselves, and a clearly
presented narrative about the Earth’s climate history and
the political and economic uses driving today’s hysteria.

The movie is well-organized and intelligent, as well
as being leavened with gentle humor, mostly through
archival footage. I can’t figure out who the narrator is, but
he has a gorgeous voice, which helps.

But don’t listen to me; watch it yourself:
As an added benefit, if you click over to YouTube,

you’ll see that YouTube has appended the usual
propaganda to the movie, sending people to the United
Nations to learn about the same views that the movie
debunks. The irony is killing.

This article was abbreviated for space.
—American Thinker, March 28, 2024
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